Latinization and Mass Education

BY HUANG CHU WEI

There are three different kinds of opinion about the problem of Chinese characters. The first opinion is to retain the Han squares. Those who entertain this opinion are mainly old both in age and in thought. They do not know that the world is going around, and they wish China to turn to the ancient time. They think that everything new is bad. In order to exhibit their “profoundness” in knowledge, they not only wish to retain the “Han squares,” but also often write with the words of the old form. They write 远, instead of 右, 燕, instead of 燕, and 秋, instead of 和, 秋, instead of 秋, etc. This kind of people are pure individualists. They consider the “Han squares” as their private property. Having known how to write and read themselves, they do not care for other people. They think that if they know many old forms of Chinese characters while others do not, they will be proud of it and other people will respect them. How selfish they are!

The second opinion is to use the abbreviated form of “Han squares.” Among the “Han squares,” a considerable portion can be written in a much simpler way. These words can again be classified into two kinds. One kind is obtained from the words of the old form, while the other kind is derived from the common habit of writing. The examples of the former are 广 (広), 秋 (秋), 仿 (仿), etc., while the examples of the latter are 間 (間), 対 (對), 为 (為), 归 (歸), etc. The people who hold this opinion also propose to simplify the dictionary. They thought that a great part of the words in the Kan Shi Dictionary are seldom used. So some of them tried to simplify the dictionary. But words most commonly cannot be obtained by simple inspection. A word common to one may be strange to others. So they gathered many letters, telephone messages, notes, and other things which served them to select the commonly used words. They found that the most commonly used phase is 下午. In this way, they got about 3000 words. They thought that these 3000 words are quite sufficient for use. Moreover, half of the 3000 words can be written in a simple way. Though this opinion is better than the above one, it is not a fundamental one. The “Han squares” have their unavoidable defects and inconvenience. To simplify the dictionary or to utilize the abbreviated form of words is just like to build a house with rotten pieces of timber.

The third opinion is to Latinize the “Han squares.” The people who hold this opinion are very clever. They have found the most suitable method to decrease the percentage of illiteracy in China. This kind of writing is also the most valuable instrument to bring about the mass education. The Latinized words are called “Sinwenz.” “Sinwenz” is not English or Latin. It is simply Chinese. We simply adopt the Latin alphabet. The spelling of “Sinwenz” is different from that of any other language. It has its independability and convenience. We may say that the spelling of “Sinwenz” is like that of English; but nevertheless, it is different from that of English. Though “Sinwenz” is still in the embryonic stage, its possibility for adaptation is beyond any doubt. If we want to decrease and then sweep illiteracy, we must utilize “Sinwenz.”

The question arises: How can we spread the utilization of “Sinwenz”? The answer is: We carry it out by force. That is to say this movement must be promoted by the Government. When Turkey had finished the national revolution, her language was Latinized by force and after a short period of time, all the people in Turkey are accustomed to the new language. Some may say: “In time of war, we cannot pay any attention to this problem.” But I think that the utilization of “Sinwenz” is very important especially in the time of war. If we want to educate the people, we must adopt the most effective and convenient way and this can only be achieved by the introduction of “Sinwenz.” The people who say that me cannot do so are conservative. They are afraid of the widespread of “Sinwenz,” for the “Han squares,” their property, might not stand quite firmly. Some of them even say, “If we use ‘Sinwenz,’ all the Chinese people will become foreigners, and in a certain time, we shall be assimilated by the other Powers, as we have assimilated the Mongolians and Manchurians.” What a senseless opinion this is! I have mentioned again and again that “Sinwenz” is a Chinese language, not any other foreign one. If the foreigners only know English, they still cannot know “Sinwenz,” unless they learn it from us. How can they assimilate us then?

Other people say, “‘Sinwenz’ is promoted by the Communists, and it must have something to do with communism.” This is also a very short-sighted opinion. We confess that “Sinwenz” is promoted by the most modern-minded youths, especially by the communists, but we must know that communism is one thing while “Sinwenz” is another thing of a quite different nature. We may say “Sinwenz” is a weapon but this weapon itself is not independent. It can be used by the communists as well as any other “ists.” It is just like a gun which can shoot a good man as well as a bad man. It completely depends upon the people who use it. If we say that communists utilize the “Sinwenz” for propaganda works, it simply knows that “Sinwenz” is better than “Han squares.” One day, I talked with a friend of mine about “Sinwenz.” At first, he said that “Sinwenz” is not a dependable language and has many defects. Then he said that “Sinwenz” is a weapon used for Propaganda by the communists, and that whether communism is suitable for China or not is still a question. I listened to him attentively and then replied firmly, “Whenever any party wants to spread its principle widely, it must choose the most effective and convenient way, if “Sinwenz” has any defects as you have said, why the communists do not use “Han squares” to spread their principle?” After saying this, I looked at his face. He bent down his head and seemed convinced.

Whenever there is a force, there is a reaction. I think that there are only two kinds of people in the whole world. One kind of people are individualists and the other
CHINA CARRIES ON

INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIVES TO SUPPLY 1,500,000 BLANKETS TO ARMY

Upon the advice of completing 400,000 blankets for the army, the Chinese Industrial Cooperatives has received a second order from the Ministry of War to make another 1,500,000 blankets in the next 12 months ending January 31, 1941. Eight societies, four in the north-west and four in the Szechuen-Sikang area, have been asked by the Chungking headquarters to specialize in this work. Each society will manufacture 15,663 blankets a month. The war ministry will pay $10 for each blanket.

All over Free China, the cooperative movement is gaining support from the masses. Last August there were 1,298 societies. There has been no phenomenal increase of new societies but all the existing cooperatives have been strengthened during the period.

One of the principles laid down at a general conference last summer, that speed should give way to strength in making the movement nationwide, is being followed. At present the C.I.C. has a membership of 30,000 workers.

Negotiations are under way between the C.I.C. authorities and the Bank of China for a loan of $10,000,000 to $20,000,000 for establishing more societies and extending credit to bona fide units. The C.I.C. which started with $5,000,000 from the government, is allowed $80,000 monthly by the Executive Yuan.

This is double the amount received formerly from the National Relief Commission. Sometime ago, due to their relationship to national production and reconstruction, the C.I.C. and the Agricultural Improvement Commission were ordered by the Supreme National Defense Council to be placed directly under the

Humanitarian. The latter try their best to increase the welfare of the people, while the former try their best to decrease the welfare of the people. Unfortunately, these two kinds of people exist in the same place and at the same time. Those people who want to promote "Sinnwen," wish the people in China to read and write, while those who are against the use of "Sinnwen," wish all the people in China to become blind and deaf and obey their orders unconditionally.

When the Sino-Japanese war broke out, "Sinnwen" has been more widely spread but most of the people still do not believe it. They do not realize that "Sinnwen" is very important to mass education in time of war. I believe that in future, "Sinnwen" will be used by all the Chinese people but the opposition to the movement will also be strong. However, the opposite side cannot stop the prevalence of "Sinnwen." It is like a flood. Though there are many hills and mountains in the way, it will overcome them in the end. Perhaps some day there will be someone's head cut off, for utilization of "Sinnwen," but I firmly believe that at that very time, there must be someone hiding in the black corners and teaching the farmers and workmen with "Sinnwen" secretly, and there will be a great number of such farmers and workmen finding such black corners themselves.

The over-optimists declared that there are only two hundred million Chinese illiterate now, but I can hardly believe such words. Among the five hundred million Chinese people, there are 85 per cent farmers and workmen and 90 per cent of the farmers and workmen cannot read and write. So the least percentage of illiteracy in China is over 75 per cent. Are we so cruel as to let such a great number of illiterates exist in China, many years, rendering them any help? But how can we teach them to read and write? I think wise people know how to answer this question. We hope that the elders will help us in the promotion of "Sinnwen." If they do not, it does not matter, for they belong to the past generation. The only hope we have is that the youths of China will arouse and shoulder their responsibilities. They are young in age so they must be new in thought. Let all the youths in China unite together and try their best to eradicate illiteracy in China.